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Introducing Homely...
The smart thermostat specially designed for heat pumps.

You’ve read our Welcome guide and we trust your Homely already feels like part of the 
furniture. This guide is to help you get the most from your Homely. It’s a bit more detailed 
than the Welcome guide. Feel free to dip in and out of it as a question arises.

We’ll explain more about how heat pumps work best and what this means for getting the 
most from Homely. Making small adjustments could lead to greater savings and reduced 
emissions.

We’ve included some frequently asked questions that should keep you on track. Finally, 
we’ve included contact details if you need any additional assistance. We’re here to help!

Read on to find out more.



How do heat pumps work and how do you get 
the most out of them?
Let’s start with a proven fact. Heat pumps really do work. Across Europe, by the end of 2020, around 15 million heat 
pumps have been installed. It’s a proven technology and adoption is growing solidly, year on year. Switching to a heat 
pump was a smart move.

Another fact. Heat pumps are not the same as boilers. They do not operate the same way as a boiler might. It’s best 
not try to operate them the way you would a boiler, and you will quickly notice that they can operate quite differently. 

How so?

•  Your heat pump could well be on throughout the day, gently maintaining the warmth in your home.

•  Your radiators will not be scalding to the touch. They’ll most likely be lukewarm. Again, that’s
because your heat pump is gently heating your home to the temperature you have selected.

That probably sounds like your heat pump is putting more heat into the home. Which it is.  
So, how will I reduce my bill if its constantly heating the home? Because it isn’t a boiler.  
It’s a heat pump and heat pumps are, when operated correctly, much more efficient than boilers.

Because your heat pump is built for efficiency, it generates more heat from the energy it 
uses. That efficiency is optimised when the heat pump is allowed to do it’s own thing, often 
to be on throughout, gently warming as it goes. So, we know that heat pumps work. We 
know how they work. Now you just need to let it work by remembering it’s not a boiler.



Getting the most from your heating schedules
Standard mode

Setting a schedule. Standard mode works much like a simple thermostat. All you need to do is choose 
the periods which you would like the heating to turn on. The heat pump will raise the temperature of your 
home to the requested level, during the periods that you’ve set. This may take some time to reach your 
desired temperature, if you would like Homely to anticipate your schedules, switch to Smart Mode and 
Homely will heat your home ready for when you want it.

Smart mode

Homely’s Smart Mode learns the dynamics of a building, specifically the time it takes your home to heat 
up and cool down. Homely uses this in combination with weather forecasts to make sure your home is 
warm when you want it. If the forecast is for a warm day tomorrow, Homely knows not to heat the home 
overnight.

Setting a schedule. Smart mode includes features designed to optimise heat pumps. You just need to 
select your preferred temperature and the times when you want them to be achieved. Homely will make 
sure this happens. Simply put, just set the time periods and temperatures you require and Homely will 
figure out the rest.

TIP: Radiators will feel cooler
Your radiators will feel cooler when at your set temperature. A boiler often uses high 
temperatures in shorter bursts to provide warmth. Heat pumps typically heat slower 
and longer, resulting in cooler feeling radiators than you may be used to.



Homely, hot water and different modes
This is best explained using an example. You want your hot water before you start work, so have scheduled it for 07:00 to 08:00 
on the app. The modes function differently when heating the hot water, as illustrated below.

Smart modeSmart mode will automatically preheat your hot water tank so it’s 
ready for your set period, which means that the tank was heated from 
06:00 – 08:00 to deliver the desired temperature. Of course, in Smart 
mode, the pump will stop heating as soon as the setting is achieved.

07:0006:00 08:00 09:00

User selects hot water to be 
heated between 07:00 and 08:00

Standard modeStandard mode will heat your hot 
water tank during your set period, 
meaning the tank only heats 
between 07:00 – 08:00. If it is a 
large tank or the heating period 
is too short, you may not achieve 
the requested temperature.



Ready to get even smarter? 
Let’s talk about Smart+ mode
We trust that you’re loving your heat pump, your Homely smart thermostat and the cosy 
home it delivers.

Homely works great in Smart mode. But it really comes into its own when switched to 
Smart+ mode.

   •   Smart+ mode optimises your heat pump to work on smart tariffs, such as Octopus 
Agile.

   •   Smart tariffs mean you pay variable rates depending on the time of day of usage.

   •   Smart+ mode works in partnership with you. It understands your heating needs, 
pulls down all the tariff data each day and then formulates a heating schedule to 
ensure you get the temperatures you want, when you want them. It’s really smart. 
That’s why we called it Smart+.

   •   Want to try it out? Every Homely comes with 12 months access to Smart+ included 
as standard. After that there is an annual fee of £25.* About the same as a coffee 
each month.

   •   When used optimally, Smart+ can deliver savings of up to 18% compared with other 
smart thermostats.

   •   Visit the Homely website to find out more at www.homelyenergy.comwww.homelyenergy.com

*Correct as of November 2021.

http://www.homelyenergy.com


Got a question? Here are some that we are 
frequently asked.
Q. Where should I put the Homely Temperature Node.Q. Where should I put the Homely Temperature Node.

A. The temperature node should be placed in the room that you most frequently use. The node should be 
placed away from direct sunlight, air flow, for example a frequently opened window, and any device that can 
generate heat, such as an oven or a large TV. 

Q. Does Homely operate with multiple heating zones?Q. Does Homely operate with multiple heating zones?

We advise customers to avoid multiple zone heating with a heat pump, primarily due to the inefficiencies 
caused through such operation. Homely does offer a maximum of two zones for customers that wish to do 
so. If you have extra zones, you may see the benefit of grouping zones together so that they function as no 
more than two.

Q. How can I contact you?Q. How can I contact you?

For general enquiries email us at homely@evergreenenergy.co.ukhomely@evergreenenergy.co.uk

During office hours you can call us on 0161 818 90050161 818 9005. Urgent out of hours support is also available.

You can write to us at: Homely Support Team, The Edge Business Centre, The Edge, Clowes Street, 
Manchester, M3 5NA



Homely, the  
smart thermostat  
for heat pumps.
Want to find out even more?

Check out our website for a range of helpful guides and blogs 
www.homelyenergy.com

http://www.homelyenergy.com



